
WHY YOU 
SHOULD NOT GET 
THE COVID-19 
“VACCINE”

A summary of the facts for individuals



• Governments around the world are embarking on mass marketing 
campaigns to push vaccines on the public.

There is much more misinformation regarding COVID testing, 
masks, lockdowns, etc., but here, we will just focus on vaccinations.

What’s Going On?

Stats to keep in mind!



From Dr. David Martin: 

This is not a vaccine. We’re using the term “vaccine” to sneak it under public health exemptions. This is 
mRNA packaged in a fat envelope that is delivered to a cell. It is a medical device designed to stimulate 
the human cell into becoming a pathogen creator.

Vaccines are a legally defined term under public health law, they’re legally defined term under the CDC 
and FDA standards. And a vaccine specifically has to stimulate both an immunity within the person who 
is receiving it, but it also has to disrupt transmission.

That is not what this is. They have been clear in saying that the mRNA strand that is going into the cell 
is not to stop transmission. It is a treatment.

But if it was discussed as a treatment, it would not get the sympathetic ear of the public health 
authorities, because then people would ask: what other treatments are there?

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/dr-david-martin-on-experimental-mrna-covid-vaccines-this-is-not-a-vaccine-it-is-a-medical-device/
https://lbry.tv/@AdamCast:4/Dr-David-Martin-Explains-Covid-Vaccines-are-not-Vaccines-are-Medical-Devicies:b

First of all, it is NOT a Vaccine

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/dr-david-martin-on-experimental-mrna-covid-vaccines-this-is-not-a-vaccine-it-is-a-medical-device/
https://lbry.tv/@AdamCast:4/Dr-David-Martin-Explains-Covid-Vaccines-are-not-Vaccines-are-Medical-Devicies:b


Reports of Adverse Events After COVID Vaccines Surpass 200,000, Including 943 
Among 12- to 17-Year-Olds (updated May 14, 2021)

20% of the deaths were related to cardiac disorders

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-cdc-adverse-events-covid-vaccines-surpass-200000/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=56d56c2e-0252-4b71-b7c3-
46903b8742ce

Adverse Effects

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-cdc-adverse-events-covid-vaccines-surpass-200000/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=56d56c2e-0252-4b71-b7c3-46903b8742ce


https://www.deconstructingconventional.com/post/18-reason-i-won-t-be-getting-a-covid-vaccine?fbclid=IwAR06OB0CjiI6xicJ1SzROL5Uohax1FfNJy2259DNmAaaBncJciaoIjGHxzc

Adverse reactions to vaccines are underrepresented

According to a Harvard Study, less than 1% of all adverse reactions to vaccines are submitted to 
the National Vaccine Adverse Events Reports System (VAERS)

Those many just be ONE PERCENT of all adverse reactions!

https://www.deconstructingconventional.com/post/18-reason-i-won-t-be-getting-a-covid-vaccine?fbclid=IwAR06OB0CjiI6xicJ1SzROL5Uohax1FfNJy2259DNmAaaBncJciaoIjGHxzc


“Many believe there is solid evidence that the CDC is holding back much of the data, and that the 
number of deaths and injuries reported is much higher.”
”the total deaths now recorded following experimental COVID injections since December 2020 is 
more than the recorded deaths following vaccines for the previous 15 and a half years.”

https://vaccinedeaths.com/2021-05-03-genocide-in-the-us-continues-covid-injections-deaths.html

https://vaccinedeaths.com/2021-05-03-genocide-in-the-us-continues-covid-injections-deaths.html


“Analysis suggests the vaccines are likely cause of reported deaths, spontaneous 
abortions, anaphylactic reactions, cardiovascular, neurological, and 
immunological adverse events.”

“mRNA platforms are new to humans with regard to mass injection programs in the 
context of viruses. There is currently no way to predict potential detrimental 
outcomes with regards to SAE [serious adverse effect] occurrences in the long-term. 
Also, with regards to short-term analysis, this data is limited based on reporting that 
likely significantly underestimates actual events.”

https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontline-news/study-analysis-suggests-the-vaccines-are-likely-cause-of-reported-deaths-spontaneous-abortions-anaphylactic-reactions-cardiovascular-neurological-
and-immunological-adverse-events?fbclid=IwAR1uU9MBIe8sk2vW1Fe9btX8vV5Y4O28A0BYirI5dssiukkdRXxJlxYEGFQ and https://vaccineimpact.com/2021/study-analysis-of-vaers-shows-the-covid-shots-are-
likely-cause-of-deaths-spontaneous-abortions-cardiovascular-neurological-and-immunological-adverse-events/?fbclid=IwAR1wMzGkYBPFq1_5W-y5ltcb2Vd_slfwvKaZCY-sPgDSxNrzVLkNQOHsajU  

Vaccination Injuries (Dr. Jessica Rose, PhD, MSc, BSc)



https://vaccinedeaths.com/

And many, many more…

https://vaccinedeaths.com/


https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/dr-sucharit-bhakdi-interview-covid-vaccine-blood-clot-risk-was-known-ignored-buried/?fbclid=IwAR0PGHGEYVfmAKDY2AnWYTb-
12F8shhUUJsH79Ll_Fol6m73QNsRoykozyI

More Headlines

https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/dr-sucharit-bhakdi-interview-covid-vaccine-blood-clot-risk-was-known-ignored-buried/?fbclid=IwAR0PGHGEYVfmAKDY2AnWYTb-12F8shhUUJsH79Ll_Fol6m73QNsRoykozyI


Death Rates after Vaccination (Video)

Watch this short video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSrc_s2Gqfw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSrc_s2Gqfw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSrc_s2Gqfw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSrc_s2Gqfw


Trends in Vaccinations and Deaths (ISRAEL)
Israel was the one of the first countries to start vaccinations (19-Dec-2020). Since 
vaccinations began, both CV19 cases & deaths continued to increase for ~5 weeks.

https://twitter.com/Metabo_PhD/status/1387548104073912324

https://twitter.com/Metabo_PhD/status/1387548104073912324


BAHRAIN
CV19 cases & deaths start rising as vaccinations start. Also, as vaccinations ramped up just before March 16 
(2021), you see both cases + deaths follow with rising numbers.

IRAN
Iran has also experienced increases in CV19 cases after vaccinations started. Vaccine doses administered 
sharply increased March 19 (2021).

https://twitter.com/Metabo_PhD/status/1387548104073912324

https://twitter.com/Metabo_PhD/status/1387548104073912324


INDIA is experiencing a significant increase in both CV19 cases & deaths. The 
graphs of CV19 cases, deaths, and share of people receiving their first vaccine dose 
are virtually indistinguishable 

https://twitter.com/Metabo_PhD/status/1387548104073912324

https://twitter.com/Metabo_PhD/status/1387548104073912324


CLOSER TO HOME:
ONTARIO

https://twitter.com/Metabo_PhD/status/1387548104073912324

This is only a small selection of the disturbing trends with vaccinations and deaths

https://twitter.com/Metabo_PhD/status/1387548104073912324


https://assets.website-files.com/606d3a50c62e44338008303d/6076e4fd8bde421370729e47_Vaccine-PP.pdf

America’s Frontline Doctors Caution Against it

• “Vaccine safety requires proper animal trials and peer-reviewed data, neither of which has occurred 
during operation warp speed.”

• “The COVID-19 vaccines are still experimental. They are currently being used on an ‘emergency’ 
basis and are not FDA approved.”

• “This is the first time that an mRNA mechanism is being used in a vaccination”

• “Despite trying for decades, scientists have never been able to create a successful coronavirus 
vaccine. Whenever they think they have, the experimental coronavirus vaccine has failed and 
animals who got the experimental vaccine died.”

• “There are entire populations for whom we don’t know the data…we have no knowledge of the 
immune response in vaccinated individuals who later contract the disease, and we also do not know 
the effects on disease course in vaccinated individuals with waning immunity. We do not know the 
effects on the elderly. We do not know the effect on the pregnant or soon to be pregnant.”

https://assets.website-files.com/606d3a50c62e44338008303d/6076e4fd8bde421370729e47_Vaccine-PP.pdf


https://assets.website-files.com/606d3a50c62e44338008303d/6076e4fd8bde421370729e47_Vaccine-PP.pdf

America’s Frontline Doctors Caution Against it

• “The trial data on the vaccinations released so far has not addressed the issue of transmission of 
the virus. That is, the efficacy data is primarily based on symptoms…Could the vaccine create 
asymptomatic carriers that can unknowingly transmit the virus? The scientists are very upfront 
about the fact that they don’t know if the vaccine even stops the spread of the virus!”

• “Strong vaccine advocates Dr. Offit and Dr. Hotez…have not really endorsed these new 
experimental vaccines, because previous coronavirus vaccines have a long history of failure due to 
antibody dependent enhancement. Antibody Dependent Enhancement (ADE), is when anti-COVID 
antibodies, created by a vaccine, instead of protecting the person, cause a more severe or lethal 
disease when the person is later exposed to SARS-CoV-2 in the wild…It may only be seen after 
months or years of use in populations around the world.”

https://assets.website-files.com/606d3a50c62e44338008303d/6076e4fd8bde421370729e47_Vaccine-PP.pdf


https://assets.website-files.com/606d3a50c62e44338008303d/6076e4fd8bde421370729e47_Vaccine-PP.pdf

America’s Frontline Doctors Caution Against it

• “On December 1, 2020, the ex-Pfizer head of respiratory research Dr. Michael Yeadon and the 
lung specialist and former head of the public health department Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg filed an 
application with the Medicine Agency responsible for EU-wide drug approval, for the 
immediate suspension of all SARS CoV 2 vaccine studies.”

• “America’s Frontline Doctors’ holds that it is unethical to advocate for the vaccine to persons 
under 50. The risk and safety evidence based upon trials cannot be justified in younger 
persons.”

https://assets.website-files.com/606d3a50c62e44338008303d/6076e4fd8bde421370729e47_Vaccine-PP.pdf


• “Pfizer expects to collect $15 billion in 2021 from sales of its mRNA experimental COVID vaccine.”

• “The same companies (and executives) that profit from this vaccine are immune from all liability.”

• “This new biotechnology introduces something called a ‘spike protein’ instead of the traditional attenuated 
antigen response in a conventional vaccine.”

• “Spike proteins and the lipid nanoparticles which carry the mRNA…are both capable of passing through the 
‘blood-brain barrier’ which typically keeps the brain and spinal cord completely insulated from entrants into 
the body. There simply has not been enough time to know what…problems will develop.”

• “Traditional vaccines do not pass through the blood-brain barrier. Crossing the blood-brain barrier places 
patients at risk of chronic inflammation and thrombosis (clotting) in the neurological system, contributing 
to tremors, chronic lethargy, stroke, Bell’s Palsy and ALS-type symptoms. The lipid nanoparticles can 
potentially fuse with brain cells, resulting in delayed neuro-degenerative disease. And the mRNA-induced 
spike protein can bind to brain tissue 10 to 20 times stronger than the spike proteins that are (naturally) part 
of the original virus.”

https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.org/action-alerts/identifying-post-vaccination-complications-their-causes-an-analysis-of-covid-19-patient-
data?fbclid=IwAR0ZCofoS57MyvKzzggYR-D0ymAXGBmL8JE_jQV3KKbwbfEae3BrUY3ulEA

America’s Frontline Doctors Caution Against it

https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.org/action-alerts/identifying-post-vaccination-complications-their-causes-an-analysis-of-covid-19-patient-data?fbclid=IwAR0ZCofoS57MyvKzzggYR-D0ymAXGBmL8JE_jQV3KKbwbfEae3BrUY3ulEA


Seychelles: 62.2% of population currently vaccinated

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-05-04/world-s-most-vaccinated-nation-reintroduces-curbs-as-cases-surge

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-05-04/world-s-most-vaccinated-nation-reintroduces-curbs-as-cases-surge


“A critical appraisal of phase III 
clinical trial data for the 
Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine BNT162b2 
and Moderna vaccine mRNA-
1273 shows that absolute risk 
reduction measures are very much 
lower than the reported relative risk 
reduction measures. Yet, the 
manufacturers failed to report 
absolute risk reduction measures in 
publicly released documents.”

https://www.mdpi.com/1648-9144/57/3/199/htm?fbclid=IwAR2cat0R1QG4jS-_DhPj4vkGdNocznPzU0DVe9GLmEtEC8DcNCt1tZ2RFck

Reporting Bias in Vaccine Clinical Trials

https://www.mdpi.com/1648-9144/57/3/199/htm?fbclid=IwAR2cat0R1QG4jS-_DhPj4vkGdNocznPzU0DVe9GLmEtEC8DcNCt1tZ2RFck


“The resurgence in both hospitalisations and deaths is dominated by those that have 
received two doses of the vaccine, comprising around 60% and 70% of the wave 
respectively. This can be attributed to the high levels of uptake in the most at-risk age 
groups, such that immunisation failures account for more serious illness than 
unvaccinated individuals.”

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/975909/S1182_SPI-M-O_Summary_of_modelling_of_easing_roadmap_step_2_restrictions.pdf

From England’s “Roadmap” regarding vaccine 

rollouts

So…
60% of the new hospitalisations are from 
vaccinated people
70% of new deaths are from vaccinated people

Due to the fact that it is the oldest age groups that 
have received the vaccine first, which would 
account for some (but not all) of the high numbers.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/975909/S1182_SPI-M-O_Summary_of_modelling_of_easing_roadmap_step_2_restrictions.pdf


• Pfiezer has stated: “An occupational exposure occurs when a person receives unplanned direct contact with a 
vaccine test subject [i.e. any vaccinated person], which may or may not lead to the occurrence of an adverse 
event. These people may include health care providers, family members, and other people who are around the 
trial participant.”

• So vaccine study participants may become super spreaders of something that triggers secondary adverse 
events in people that never had the vaccine.

• “The vaccine produces many trillions of particles of spike proteins in the recipient. Patients who are vaccinated 
can shed some of these (spike protein) particles to close contacts. The particles have the ability to create 
inflammation and disease in these contacts.”

• ”A person’s body is being suddenly flooded with 13 trillion of these particles and the spike proteins 
bind more tightly than the fully intact virus. Because of the biomimicry (similarity) on the spike, shedding 
appears to be causing wide variety of autoimmune disease (where the body attacks its own tissue) in some 
persons. Worldwide cases of pericarditis, shingles, pneumonia, blood clots in the extremities and brain, Bell’s 
Palsy, vaginal bleeding and miscarriages have been reported in persons who are near persons who have been 
vaccinated.”

https://beforeitsnews.com/eu/2021/04/stay-away-from-the-vaxxed-it-is-official-from-pfizers-own-documents-2671454.html and https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.org/action-alerts/identifying-
post-vaccination-complications-their-causes-an-analysis-of-covid-19-patient-data?fbclid=IwAR0ZCofoS57MyvKzzggYR-D0ymAXGBmL8JE_jQV3KKbwbfEae3BrUY3ulEA

Vaccination Transmission

https://beforeitsnews.com/eu/2021/04/stay-away-from-the-vaxxed-it-is-official-from-pfizers-own-documents-2671454.html
https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.org/action-alerts/identifying-post-vaccination-complications-their-causes-an-analysis-of-covid-19-patient-data?fbclid=IwAR0ZCofoS57MyvKzzggYR-D0ymAXGBmL8JE_jQV3KKbwbfEae3BrUY3ulEA


• The typical vaccine takes 12 years to develop, and of all the vaccines in 
development, only 2% are projected to make it through all Phase 2 and 3 
clinical phases of testing.

• The COVID-19 vaccine was developed in less than one year, which makes it 
impossible to assess safety and efficacy.

• In the next 10 to 15 years, we are likely to see spikes in prion diseases, 
autoimmune diseases, neurodegenerative diseases at younger ages, and 
blood disorders such as blood clots, hemorrhaging, stroke and heart failure. 
While sudden death is one apparent side effect, the vast majority of side 
effects won’t be known until a decade or more from now.

• There is the potential for vaccine to become part of your DNA, which will 
last forever and cause unforeseeable consequences.

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/05/23/stephanie-seneff-covid-
vaccine.aspx?ui=2d5242b35e0b7268bee3a8ca0652264866cccdb5d18a3e97e7fc65d886469a37&sd=20201029&cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1ReadMore&cid=20210523_HL2
&mid=DM891901&rid=1165031989K 

COVID Vaccines May Bring Avalanche of Neurological 

Disease (summary)



CDC Changes Rules for Counting Breakthrough Cases as More Fully Vaccinated 
People Test Positive
A breakthrough case is recorded if a person tests positive for COVID after being 
vaccinated. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) will report only
those breakthrough cases resulting in hospitalization or death. This will result in a 
lower overall number of breakthrough cases reported in the US, giving a false sense 
of vaccine safety.

The CDC has also lowered the testing cycle threshold (CT) to 28, but only for the 
fully vaccinated. Currently, a patient is considered positive for COVID if the CT is 
below 35 (the recommended value). This refers to the number of cycles needed to 
amplify viral RNA to be detected. Lowering the CT threshold to 28 for vaccinated 
people may lead to missing infectious persons, so breakthrough numbers may not 
be recorded.

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-changes-rules-counting-breakthrough-cases/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=4d3a5a92-4213-46f8-a5f5-c14b564d90cf

Counting COVID Cases Changed

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-changes-rules-counting-breakthrough-cases/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=4d3a5a92-4213-46f8-a5f5-c14b564d90cf


We haven’t seen the virus, we haven’t isolated it, and we have no test for it.

No virus identified:
The virus has not been isolated. When we use the PCR test to try to identify it, we are 
not comparing it against anything. Without a virus identified, there is no reference 
material at hand, and so it is not a valid test. This disease identification is in no way 
scientific, and so we should not be prescribing solutions without proper knowledge of 
what we are dealing with.

http://www.drug-dissolution-testing.com/blog/files/science-of-medicines.pdf

From Dr. Saeed Qureshi

http://www.drug-dissolution-testing.com/blog/files/science-of-medicines.pdf


Clinical Trials: 
“There is no possibility of developing an appropriate and valid vaccine as neither a 
valid reference virus nor a valid test is available to monitor the efficacy of the 
vaccine.”

There were no COVID patients available for clinical trials, and there is no isolated virus 
able to be used to induce COVID in a group of participants. The clinical trials 
performed were on healthy people, half inoculated with the vaccine and half without.

These trials were not performed scientifically. Fewer people showed symptoms and 
were PCR positive who had the vaccine compared to those who didn’t. Yet we already 
know that the PCR test does not test for COVID. So numbers about the vaccine’s 
“effectiveness” are unfounded.

http://www.drug-dissolution-testing.com/blog/files/science-of-medicines.pdf and http://www.drug-dissolution-testing.com/blog/files/Understanding%20clinical%20trials.pdf

From Dr. Saeed Qureshi (ctd)

http://www.drug-dissolution-testing.com/blog/files/science-of-medicines.pdf
http://www.drug-dissolution-testing.com/blog/files/Understanding clinical trials.pdf


https://www.deconstructingconventional.com/post/18-reason-i-won-t-be-getting-a-covid-vaccine?fbclid=IwAR06OB0CjiI6xicJ1SzROL5Uohax1FfNJy2259DNmAaaBncJciaoIjGHxzc

Gaps in vaccine trial data

There are many gaps in the data regarding vaccine safety and efficacy. There are no 
data for

• Anyone younger than 18 or older than 55
• Pregnant or lactating mothers
• Auto-immune conditions
• Immuno-compromised individuals
• Transmission of COVID-19
• Preventing mortality from COVID-19
• Duration and protection from COVID-19

https://www.deconstructingconventional.com/post/18-reason-i-won-t-be-getting-a-covid-vaccine?fbclid=IwAR06OB0CjiI6xicJ1SzROL5Uohax1FfNJy2259DNmAaaBncJciaoIjGHxzc


https://rumble.com/vg4t4h-you-dont-want-to-miss-this.html?mref=gw9t&mrefc=2 and https://37b32f5a-6ed9-4d6d-b3e1-
5ec648ad9ed9.filesusr.com/ugd/28d8fe_266039aeb27a4465988c37adec9cd1dc.pdf

Geert Vanden Bossche (leading scientist in vaccines 

and immunology)

Getting the vaccine destroys your innate immune system to fight coronaviruses
Our immune system contains nonspecific antibodies that can target any COVID 
variant. 
Yet antibodies induced by the COVID vaccine are specific. They are long lived and will 
stay in our bodies permanently. These antibodies only respond to a specific virus, not 
variants. They dominate over our natural nonspecific antibodies and outcompete 
them. This is a big problem because our natural immunity is suppressed 
permanently.

So, getting the vaccine ensures we have no 
natural immunity and protection against variants 
and any coronavirus, which makes the pandemic 
MORE deadly.

“That’s ‘one small step for the virus, 
one giant catastrophe for mankind’”

https://rumble.com/vg4t4h-you-dont-want-to-miss-this.html?mref=gw9t&mrefc=2
https://37b32f5a-6ed9-4d6d-b3e1-5ec648ad9ed9.filesusr.com/ugd/28d8fe_266039aeb27a4465988c37adec9cd1dc.pdf


Watch this short video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pSRzy_kpnEo

Case Reporting of Vaccinated and Non-vaccinated 

People

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pSRzy_kpnEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pSRzy_kpnEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pSRzy_kpnEo


A Video Summary of the COVID Vaccine

Watch this video: https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/what-we-
know-may-never-know-about-covid-vaccines/

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/what-we-know-may-never-know-about-covid-vaccines/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/what-we-know-may-never-know-about-covid-vaccines/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/what-we-know-may-never-know-about-covid-vaccines/


Conclusion

• I hope that the sources presented has given you the information to 
conclude that getting the COVID vaccine is NOT in your best 
interest. We can stay healthy and safe without experimental 
injections in our bodies.



More resources

• https://www.geertvandenbossche.org/
• https://exopolitics.blogs.com/files/canada-order-to-cease-desist---covid-

vaccination-genetic-biowarfare.pdf
• https://nojabforme.info/
• https://urgentactnow.com/genocide/
• https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanmic/article/PIIS2666-5247(21)00069-

0/fulltext?fbclid=IwAR1q3lgE3mT8I209qj6hPGp4MLjStensr9i-
uSMKUj1AUcPIqIccF8oCxmY

• https://www.deconstructingconventional.com/post/18-reason-i-won-t-be-
getting-a-covid-
vaccine?fbclid=IwAR06OB0CjiI6xicJ1SzROL5Uohax1FfNJy2259DNmAaaBncJci
aoIjGHxzc

• https://vaccinedeaths.com/2021-05-03-extermination-machine-unmasked-
vaccinated-people-are-making-healthy-people-sick.html

• Please see footnotes on each slide for links to specific information and graphs

https://exopolitics.blogs.com/files/canada-order-to-cease-desist---covid-vaccination-genetic-biowarfare.pdf
https://exopolitics.blogs.com/files/canada-order-to-cease-desist---covid-vaccination-genetic-biowarfare.pdf
https://nojabforme.info/
https://urgentactnow.com/genocide/
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanmic/article/PIIS2666-5247(21)00069-0/fulltext?fbclid=IwAR1q3lgE3mT8I209qj6hPGp4MLjStensr9i-uSMKUj1AUcPIqIccF8oCxmY
https://www.deconstructingconventional.com/post/18-reason-i-won-t-be-getting-a-covid-vaccine?fbclid=IwAR06OB0CjiI6xicJ1SzROL5Uohax1FfNJy2259DNmAaaBncJciaoIjGHxzc
https://vaccinedeaths.com/2021-05-03-extermination-machine-unmasked-vaccinated-people-are-making-healthy-people-sick.html

